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This letter reports on electrical and optical characteristics of a ten-channel atmospheric pressure
glow discharge jet array in parallel electric and gas flow fields. Challenged with complex
three-dimensional substrates including surgical tissue forceps and sloped plastic plate of up to 15°,
the jet array is shown to achieve excellent jet-to-jet uniformity both in time and in space. Its spatial
uniformity is four times better than a comparable single jet when both are used to treat a 15° sloped
substrate. These benefits are likely from an effective self-adjustment mechanism among individual
jets facilitated by individualized ballast and spatial redistribution of surface charges. © 2009
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3069276�

Enjoying an exponential growth in their applications,1

atmospheric pressure glow discharge �APGD� jets offer ex-
cellent plasma stability in the upstream electrode region
while enabling rich reaction chemistry with downstream in-
troduction of reactive gases. Spatial separation of their gen-
eration from their application regions is beneficial for APGD
jets to achieve better application efficiency than APGD sus-
tained between parallel-plate electrodes.2 However APGD
jets typically cover only a few mm2 and as such are too small
for large-scale applications such as surface coating, deposi-
tion, and cleaning. An obvious solution is to group many
APGD jets together to form an array of longer length scale.
Indeed, both microhollow cathode discharges3 and microcav-
ity discharges4 have been operated in an array. Using a pin-
in-hole configuration, millimeter APGD sources have also
been arrayed up to form a 4�4 cm2 device.5 A common
feature of these APGD arrays is that they are intended for
photonics applications for which high electron density of
1013–016 cm−3 is important.3–5 This favors small electrode
gaps with which to enhance electric field and confine each
plasma, and the spatial plasma confinement makes it difficult
to use these APGD arrays directly for active downstream
chemistry. Similar difficulties are present for dc or micro-
wave plasma torch array developed for plasma stealth and
plasma-aided ignition,6 both of which require high electron
density and favor spatial confinement of individual plasmas.
Improvisation is possible with these APGD arrays by adding
a second power supply to drag out confined plasmas to
downstream,7 thus making them more amendable for surface
processing applications. However, it is far more desirable to
develop APGD jet arrays with one power supply and from a
single-jet configuration directly for downstream chemistry.
This approach has been shown to be viable,8,9 although with-
out addressing several key issues such as spatial and tempo-
ral jet-to-jet variation and the role of ballast. In this letter, we
report a study of a ten-jet array with its electrical and optical
characterization and with its ability to treat three-
dimensional �3D� surfaces.

Of many different single-jet configurations,8–13 we
choose a dielectric tube wrapped with a ring electrode and
through which to flow the carrier gas. Each jet may be oper-
ated with or without a downstream ground electrode. The
electric field is largely in the axial direction and is parallel to
the gas flow field, and so each jet is a linear-field device.14

Figure 1�a� shows the schematic of the ten-jet array housed
in an acrylic cassette having each jet compartment con-
structed in a tubular unit with individual ballast and indi-
vidual gas feed. Each tubular unit consists of a glass tube of
1.5 mm inner diameter inside a concentric copper tube as the
powered electrode, and the entire array device is 3.2 cm in
width from the first to the last jet. The flow rate of the helium
gas is 4 SLM �SLM stands for standard liters per minute� or
37.7 m/s for each tube, well within the laminar limit. Each
ballast has a resistance of 510 k�, and the excitation fre-
quency is fixed at 30 kHz. Figures 1�b� and 1�c� are images
taken with an Olympus digital camera of the ten-jet APGD
array with a screwdriver and a surgical tissue forceps, re-
spectively, as the ground electrode. It is clear that all ten
plasma jets are ignited against very different 3D substrates
even when different jets in Fig. 1�c� intercept the metallic
forceps at very different nozzle-to-forceps distances. This in-
dicates an effective self-adjustment mechanism among indi-
vidual jets in the array, achieved by individualized ballast
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Schematic of a ten-jet atmospheric plasma array
with individual ballasts, �b� its image with a screwdriver as the substrate,
and �c� its image with a surgical tissue forceps as the substrate.
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and possibly by spatial redistribution of surface charges on
the acrylic cassette also. It is worth mentioning that all
APGD jets fire only when each jet is individually ballasted.
The benefit of individualized ballast is similar to that for
other high-pressure discharge arrays.3–5 The above discus-
sion demonstrates a clear robustness of the APGD array for
treating intricate metallic objects.

It is worth noting the sharp contrast between the gradual
surface profile of the screwdriver and the convoluted struc-
ture of the forceps in Fig. 1, highlighting the considerable
potential of the APGD jet array for treating massively 3D
substrates. The latter is an important indicator of the APGD
jet array as a platform tool for sterilization of diverse surgical
instruments and medical devices.15 The APGD jet array re-
ported here is 3.2 cm wide and is intended for characteriza-
tion study. A larger 30-jet array of 11 cm wide and driven by
a single power supply has been developed in our laboratory
for application studies and this illustrates the scalability
of the jet array configuration for large-scale processing
applications.

To demonstrate directly its capability for treating 3D sur-
faces, the APGD jet array is characterized using a sloped
polyvinyl chloride �PVC� plate as a 3D substrate model. Fig-
ure 2�a� shows traces of the applied voltage, the total current,
and the individual currents flowing through the second and
seventh jets, when the PVC plate is sloped at 10° with the
shortest and longest nozzle-substrate distances being 1.0 and
1.6 cm, respectively. The individual currents are multiplied
by 10 �the number of the jets� to allow for direct comparison
to the total current, and they are used as an example of the
ten individual currents without compromising the clarity of
Fig. 2�a�. The waveform of the total current is seen to map
very well onto the waveforms of the two individual currents,
suggesting that all ten plasma jets fire simultaneously. All
current and voltage curves in Fig. 2�a� are free from any
obvious spikes, indicating a streamer-free and glow-like
character of the jet array. Relationship of the peak-to-peak
current and voltage is shown in Fig. 2�b�, revealing a regime
immediately after gas breakdown during which not all jets
are ignited. With increasing applied voltage, more plasma
jets start to fire and the total current grows. This regime is
similar to the normal mode of the glow discharge. After the
peak-to-peak applied voltage is raised to 6.0 kV, a second
regime with all jets firing appears as shown in Fig. 2�b�. The
APGD jet array has positive differential impedance in this
second regime and may operate in the abnormal glow mode.
Even with positive differential impedance, not all ten jets
could fire at the same time if they were first connected to-
gether and then connected to a single ballast. This is different

from the case of a 2�2 microhollow cathode discharge array
for which ballast resistors were found unnecessary when the
differential impedance was positive.3 The role of individual-
ized ballast is critical in the APGD jet array of Fig. 1 and is
likely to have facilitated an in-built self-adjustment mecha-
nism in achieving synchronized operation.

While the near identical time dependences of the total
and individual currents in Fig. 2�a� offer a strong indication
of synchronized firing of all individual jets, the most direct
evidence of the jet-to-jet uniformity would need to be pro-
vided from nanosecond exposure imaging. Setting the slope
of the PVC plate at 10° and the peak-to-peak applied voltage
at 7 kV, two images of the jet array were taken with exposure
time of 1/15 s in Fig. 3�a� and of 10 ns in Fig. 3�b� �using an
Andor DH 720 iCCD camera�. Clearly, all ten jets fire simul-
taneously, confirming excellent temporal jet-to-jet unifor-
mity. Repeated experiments at different substrate slopes of
up to 15° have confirmed that synchronized operation and
excellent temporal jet-to-jet uniformity of the APGD jet ar-
ray are maintained over a wide operating range.

Light intensity of individual jets at the substrate surface
appears to be similar to each other in Fig. 3�b�; however,
it is limited to the visible range of 400–700 nm outside
which many application-significant lines lie, for example, the
atomic oxygen lines at 777 and 844 nm, helium line at
706 nm, and nitrogen and OH lines in the 300–400 nm band.
To overcome this and relate directly to reaction chemistry, an
Andor spectrometer was used to measure wavelength-
integrated emission intensity from 200 to 1000 nm. Spatial
separation of the light emission of one jet from that of other
jets was achieved using the light-isolation device shown in
Fig. 4�a�. Given the distance between two adjacent jets being
3.5 mm, light density measurement via the isolation device is
made within 3.5 mm either side of the location of a firing
plasma jet in dark ambience. Figure 4�b� shows that the light
of a firing plasma jet collected by the isolation device falls to
the background noise level within 1.75 mm away from the
jet location, in other words, at the midpoint to an adjacent jet
of the jet array. This suggests that light emission from any
source outside the 1.75 mm radius, either the remaining
plasma jets in the array or otherwise, is blocked out by the
isolation device, thus achieving effective spatial selectivity
of optical emission from different jets.

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Time traces of the applied voltage, the total
discharge, and two individual jet currents; �b� the total current dependence
of the applied voltage. The substrate is a 10° sloped PVC substrate.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Images of the APGD jet array onto a 10° sloped PVC
substrate with exposure times of �a� 1/15 s and �b� 10 ns.
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The light-isolation device is used to establish the spatial
jet-to-jet uniformity of the APGD jet array in comparison to
that of a single jet which needs to scan when treating a large
surface area. Although an APGD jet array requires much less
scanning, possible fabrication variation from one jet to an-
other may affect the uniformity of its treated surface. To
compare their difference, we consider a surface-scanning
single jet with a stationary jet array. Using the isolation de-
vice, the wavelength-integrated light intensity of each of the
ten jets of the APGD jet array was measured at their inter-
ception point by a sloped PVC substrate, and then compared
to those of the single jet as the latter scans across the same
substrate points. Results are shown in Fig. 5, with the emis-
sion intensity of the jet array in Fig. 5�a� exhibiting a much
better spatial jet-to-jet uniformity than that of the single-jet

in Fig. 5�b�, particularly at substrate slopes above 5°. In the
single-jet case, variation in optical intensity across the
sampled surface points is seen in Fig. 5�c� to increase from
4.0% at 0° slope to 48% at 15° slope. By contrast, the jet
array has much smaller intensity variation from 6% at 0°
slope to 12% at 15° slope. This demonstrates an excellent
spatial jet-to-jet uniformity of the APGD jet array, a factor of
4 �=48% /12%� better than that of the single jet in the 15°
slope case. The jet array covers about ten times more surface
area than a single-jet at any given time, and this can be easily
translated into a factor of 10 reduction in the processing
time.

In summary, electrical and optical characterizations of an
APGD jet array have been used to demonstrate its robust
temporal and spatial jet-to-jet uniformity against complex 3D
substrates. On sloped substrates of 5°–15°, the jet array has
consistently better spatial uniformity than its single jet
counterpart. These highlight a high-level consistency of the
APGD jet array in maintaining its plasma physical and
chemical characters when treating vastly 3D objects. This is
largely resulted from a self-adjustment mechanism among
individual jets facilitated by individualized ballast and pos-
sibly also by spatial redistribution of surface charges. The jet
array behaves like one integrated plasma with effective in-
ternal feedback among individual jets and behaves like a
glow discharge with operation regimes resembling the nor-
mal and abnormal modes of the glow discharge. The plume
length of the APGD jet array is typically above 2 cm in the
free-burning mode, similar to that of reported single jets and
well suited for treating 3D structures on a large scale.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� Schematic of a light-isolation device and its
integration to the light-collecting fiber cable to a spectrometer. Labels a, b,
and c mark the substrate-interception points of three consecutive plasma jets
in the jet array. �b� Optical emission of one firing plasma jet measured by
scanning the light-isolation device over 3.5 mm either side of the jet.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Optical emission from �a� each of the ten jets in the
jet array and from �b� a scanning single jet, as well as �c� the spatial varia-
tion in optical emission as a function of the slope of the PVC substrate plate
for the jet array �blue� and for the single jet �red�.
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